turous Ambroise Vollard, whose courage and faith in his Co-opera-contemporaries is so praiseworthy, Seeing these prints, ad- tmoftke ventures in style rather than illustrations, I wondered how spectator much the spectator himself brings to enhance the effect of the work before him; a great deal, clearly. Each new generation responds enthusiastically to certain contemporary, certain past, works of art, and rejects others, Naturally, older men are less ready to welcome the latest, the newest modes, which without their collaboration appear to them the more incomplete. Similarly, the younger men withdraw jtheir sympathy and refuse to collaborate with the vision and methods of their elders. It is no ill thing to retain one's critical faculty. There are queer currents of praise and disapproval; people are mesmerized by names and reputations into uncritical acceptance or rejection. For certain names, like certain drugs, have virtue at one time and none at others.
My younger painter and writer friends tell me that the arts depend for their indispensable structure on the solidity of the social structure and that to-day they feel the want of any firm foundation. They imagine that we others, before the war, lived safe and pampered!
Perhaps this accounts for a certain loose, disintegrated, unstructural quality in many paintings, those of Bonnard, Vuillard and Sickert, for instance, something wavering, sagging and over-ripe, in their figures and still life, an absence of firmness and dignity in their forms.
In contra-distinction to this disintegrating process we have the austerer experiments of Vyndham Lewis, Wads-worth and William Roberts. Picasso has a certain creative ferment, but is too restless and unstable to await the normal developments of his inventions. For Picasso, who sets up finger posts which point in directions which artists throughout the world are ready to follow, is constantly uprooting the posts to plant others, whereon are new directions, some even pointing where there are no roads—does he himself know whither, and to what end? I confess to finding it difficult to understand Picasso's paramount influence; though.

